
HeadTeacher report for Parent Council – Tues 13th March 2018 

School roll remains steady at 569. 

Staffing –  Delighted to finally appoint a further PSA.  Kelly Tawake started with us in Feb and is 

supporting in the P4 team. 

Five members of staff on temporary contracts have been interviewed as part of the city wide 

recruitment drive.  They are awaiting to find out if they have been successful in securing a 

permanent post.  Our staffing return has been submitted.  We are expecting two newly qualified 

teachers to join us, as well as having both a permanent and a temporary vacancy.  Mrs Woodruff has 

applied for a 23 month sabbatical as she is relocating to Vietnam.      

Building  - The P7 learning space was finally transformed during the Feb week.  Some items of 

furniture have still to arrive but so far the pupils and staff are delighted with what the space offers. 

The children say that it is much calmer, that they enjoy having the freedom to select a space to work 

in and that they feel very grown up.   

We are expecting building works for the new learning space to begin this week.  The plan is to have 

the fencing around the construction site erected by Fri 9th.  This will mean we will have to say 

goodbye to the Trinity Theatre, the fort and the favourite climbing tree.     Safety Sam is still to 

attend an assembly  to explain to the children how to keep themselves safe whilst building work is 

going on.   This is planned for Fri 16th March   

Budget –  as previously mentioned, we have invested a considerable amount of budget to classroom 

improvements to allow us to develop our integrated learning approach.  We are still to discuss the 

updated budget statement but are hopeful that we will  purchase additional ipads for class use from 

August 2018   

Scottish National Standardised Assessments – We have been part of a norming study for the new 

assessments.  Pupils in P1, P4 and P7 will sit online assessments in reading, writing and numeracy in 

the summer term.  Next session we intend spreading the assessments over the school year rather 

than all at one time.  We are slightly concerned about the logistics of the process. 

Communication –  The use of email within parentpay also seems to be working fairly well although a 

significant number of parents do  not seem to be accessing them.    

Events – Coffee mornings proved very successful with a turnout of about 90%.  P6 & P7 thoroughly 

enjoyed the Burns Supper and Ceilidh,  the internet safety evening was well attended and Ocean 

Commotion, the P3 show, was fabulous.   Huge thanks to the number of parents, children and staff 

who helped out at the Snow Clearing ‘Party’ on Sunday 4th March.  Along with all other Edinburgh 

Primary schools, we were able to reopen after three snow days. 

Still to come this term : TPS Art Gallery – voting for Trinity Artist of the Year,  Parents’ evening and 

afternoon, Easter house event, Easter service and P7(P6) show, ‘Framed’.   

 

Jacqueline Scott  


